New Book List – January 2021

Fiction

A Catered Book Club Murder – Isis Crawford
A Cold Trail – Robert Dugoni
A Thousand Texas Longhorns – Johnny D. Boggs
Dear Miss Kopp – Amy Stewart
Devil's Due – James Clays
Guilt at the Garage – Simon Brett
Head over Heels – Hannah Orenstein
Hold on Tight – Shelley Shepard Gray
Hush-Hush – Stuart Woods
In the Lion's Den – Barbara Taylor Bradford
Last Day – Luanne Rice
Miss Janie's Girls – Carolyn Brown
Bryant & May: Oranges and Lemons – Christopher Fowler
Spoils of the Dead: A Liam Campbell Novel – Dana Stabenow
The Children's Blizzard: A Novel – Melanie Benjamin
The Mystery of Mrs. Christie: A Novel – Marie Benedict
Perestroika in Paris – Jane Smiley
Piranesi – Susanna Clarke
Ruthie Fear: A Novel – Maxim Loskutoff
Take It Back – Kia Abdullah
The Breaker – Nicholas Petrie
The Dark Archive – Genevieve Cogman
The Forever Girl: A Novel – Jill Shalvis
The Push: A Novel – Ashley Audrain
The War Widow: A Novel – Tara Moss
The Wife Upstairs – Rachel Hawkins
The Wrong Family – Tarryn Fisher
Under the Alaskan Ice – Karen Harper

Non-Fiction

Bag Man: The Wild Crimes, Audacious Cover-up & Spectacular Downfall of a Brazen Crook in the White House – Rachel Maddow
Consumer Reports Buying Guide Issue
The Book on Pie: Everything You Need to Know to Bake Perfect Pies – Erin Jeanne McDowell
The Great British Baking Show Love to Bake
The How Not to Diet Cookbook – Michael Greger
The Last Days of John Lennon – James Patterson

Audiobooks:

A Delayed Life: The True Story of the Librarian of Auschwitz – Dita Kraus